
DIAGONAL CABLE TIRE CHAIN INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1.  Lay the cable chain on the ground with smooth side of the crossmember hooks up.  Smooth side is stamped "TIRE SIDE".
Position the chain around the tire so the closed mid-section is positioned against the backside of the tire.  

2. Reach around the tire and grasp both ends of the rear side cable.  
Pull both ends to the top of the tire so the rear keyhole and nub can be seen and handled more easily.  Fasten through the   
fastener keyhole.  This attached side cable will now become the "inside" side cable.
Secure any excess cable to side cable using the clips attached to the side cable.

3. Now begin working on the outer sidewall.  
Grasp the outside cable with both hands and pull it toward you to create as much slack as possible, then take the NUBS of the 
lower fastener and thread it through the lower keyhole (near the ground).
Next secure the upper fastener nubs through the upper keyhole as tight as possible by hand.
Secure any excess cable to side cable using the clips attached to the side cable

4. Attach the rubber tensioner to take up the additional slack.  

The open side hooks on tensioner should face away from the tire so they do not dig into the tire.  Make sure the chain
 or tightener will not rub on the wheel to avoid damage.  No additonal adjustment is required.

Important!! Due to tire size variation prefit prior to use.  Maximum speed is 25 MPH.  Buyer shall not be entitled to recover
any incidental or consequential damages.  No compensation will be made for labor claim, delays, or damages incurred

by using our products. Caution: All traction products will wear out with use.  If this should occur, stop immediately
and repair or replace.  Tirechain.com and South Fork Hardware are not responsible for injury or vehicle damage.
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